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Abstract—People are benefiting tremendously from pervasively
deployed WiFi networks. However, criminals may exploit the
anonymity of WiFi communication and wireless routers to access
illegal content such as child porn videos. It’s becoming an urgent
topic as regards to how to preserve and acquire network forensic
data from household and small business wireless routers in order
to track down criminals. In this paper, we first survey the
forensic capacity of nearly all household wireless routers which
are available on market. We present our analysis for people who
are willing to choose a wireless router to monitor their network.
Secondly, we develop a generic network forensic data logging
mechanism to monitor traffic into and out of wireless routers
which support OpenWrt. Our code running in the wireless routers
could log network traffic and send connection information to the
administrator via email.

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of cyber crimes has increased dramatically
as mobile computing, wireless networks, and the Internet
become pervasive and ubiquitous. Common cyber crimes
include sexual exploitation of children, identity theft, intellec-
tual property theft, financial fraud, and industrial espionage,
to name just a few. Digital forensics studies and develops
techniques that enable the investigation of alleged crimes and
violations involving digital data. A fast growing area, network
forensics serves a critical role in industry, federal and state
law enforcement, and other national cyber-defense forces.

Cyber crime investigations often involve complicated
scenes. Criminals may hide their traces through various anony-
mous cyber venues such as wireless networks and profes-
sional anonymous networks like Tor [1], Anonymizer [2], I2P
[3], BitBlinder (Anonymous BitTorrent) [4] and AnoTorrent
(anonymous P2P Bittorrent) [5]. Different networks have
different characteristics. We have to carefully investigate the
architecture and mechanisms of these communication systems
for cyber crime scene investigations.

The pervasive deployment of WiFi has provided an easy
venue for criminals to access illegal content anonymously.
Experienced hackers don’t hack from home. It is too easy
for law enforcement to trace an IP address and subpoena the
ISP for the location. The notorious hacker, Max Butler, who
got a record 13-year sentence in prison [6] in February 2010,
often headed to downtown San Francisco, and checked into
a large hotel including Hilton, Westin, W, Hyattfor with his
accomplice for up to a week at a time [7]. They would sneak
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Butler’s antenna into the room and mount it on a tripod duct-
taped to the floor near the window. Butler would putter for a
while to locate a high-speed wireless connection with a strong
signal that he could hop onto and use anonymously. We expect
similar strategies are used by many such high-tech savvy cyber
criminals.

One challenge posted by the anonymous WiFi is how to
correlate traffic into and out of a wireless router. A wireless
router often uses NAT (Network address translation) to provide
its users a shared public IP to the Internet. The challenge is
how to correlate a TCP flow with a private IP and port number
to the corresponding TCP flow with the public IP and port.
Once such information can be derived, further approaches can
be applied to locate the suspect based on the TCP flow with
a private IP [8].

In this paper, we analyze the forensic capacities of various
household wireless routers and propose a generic mechanism
to monitor and collect network traffic that is suitable for those
wireless routers without forensic logging capacity. We can
collect all the traffic of network through wireless routers, data
mine hosts that access illegal cyber content, and then send
corresponding host IP addresses as alerts to a pre-specified
email address. Such information will be critical for many
wireless network forensic investigations. We utilize OpenWrt
[9], which provides an open source firmware for many brands
of wireless routers. Changing or improving the OpenWrt
firmware would enable wireless routers to log network traffic.
OpenWrt supports a large number of brands of wireless routers
although not all of them.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We analyzed and compared different logging functions of

a large number of household wireless routers that could
be found on market. If people want to use the logging
function to trace back and monitor the detailed packets
information, they can choose the suitable wireless router
according to the result of our analysis.

• We proposed a generic network forensic data logging
mechanism for household wireless routers and conducted
experiments to validate the feasibility of the scheme. We
upgrade the wireless router by an open source firmware,
and run tcpdump on the router. We record the connections
between internal hosts and external hosts through the
wireless router, and send the logs to the administrator of
the network via email. In order to improve the accuracy
of our method, we present analysis on the packets capture
rate of tcpdump under different platforms. We present an
optimal solution to achieve good performance.



We noticed that many routers indeed have the capability
of collecting forensic data. However, most household users
may not enable those functions. Similarly, generic tools are
available for monitoring network traffic. Again, we noticed
that those tools are not generally applied in a household
environment because of the overhead and storage requirement.
These situations challenge the cyber crime scene investiga-
tions. More research effort is required on real-time response
to cyber incidents for collecting those volatile data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we survey the forensic capacities of various household wireless
routers and present other related work. Section III introduces
our new mechanism to improve foreniscs capacity of resource
limited wireless routers. The evaluation analysis is presented
in Section IV. At last, Section V will draw a conclusion of
our work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first survey the state-of-the-art logging
mechanisms available on various household and small busi-
ness wireless routers, and then introduce related work on
monitoring wireless networks for forensic purpose. Network
monitoring itself is a very active research area and we don’t
intend to cover all of them. The focus of this paper is on
household wireless router forensic capabilities.

A. State of the Art: Wireless Router Logging Mechanism

We analyzed forensic capability of 13 brands of wireless
routers, including 188 models of different wireless routers.
Figure 1 gives part of the logging function analysis. The
complete table is in our technical report available on request.
We analyze these wireless routers by brands and list their
logging capability and ways of sending out logs. Since most
wireless routers have small storage capacity and they can
save only very limited log information, logs have to be sent
out regularly in order to save all the traffic packets and
preserve all the forensic data. This can be formidable in a
household environment because of the relatively complicated
configuration and storage requirement.

There are usually three ways of sending out logs: emailed
to a specify email address, sent to a syslog server and sent
to a logviewer. With the email function, people can configure
the router to email logs at specified intervals and also can
configure the router to send immediate alert messages to
specified email address whenever a significant event occurs.
With the syslog function, the wireless router is configured
to send logs to an IP address that belongs to the syslog
server. Through this procedure, forensic data is transmitted to
a central syslog server that could be used for further analysis.
Our tests show that only some types of Linksys routers
could send traffic information to a server that runs the log
view software, called logviewer. Logviewer was provided by
Linksys, unfortunately, Linksys no longer ships this software.

Figure 2 summarizes logging capabilities of different types
of wireless routers. We notice only 6.81% wireless routers
are able to log the clear packets information, e.g. incoming

Fig. 1. Router Forensics Analysis

Fig. 2. Ways of Sending Logs Analysis

and outgoing packets. It implies that we could get the source
IP address and destination IP address by collecting logs from
this type of wireless routers. 5.42% wireless routers, which are
all provided by Linksys, could log clear packets information
and send them to the logviewer, a software used to receive
logs from Linksys wireless routers. 6.48% wireless routers
have logging function, but whether or not the source and
destination IP addresses included in these logging packets are
not clearly described and we plan to have a hands-on survey
of those equipment later. About 39% of wireless routers could
log the system activity packets reflecting system activities,
attacks, dropped packets, notices and debug information, but
not able to log incoming and outgoing packets. Therefore, this
information is not useful to analyze the users’ traffic. Nearly
28% of wireless routers do not have any logging function.

B. Honeypot

Wireless honeypot [10] systems could monitor wireless
networks by collecting network traffic. It is a wireless resource
that would wait for attackers or malevolent users to come
through on the victim’s wireless infrastructure. The wireless
honeypot system could record data and detect illegal users.
However, this technology is not widely used for household
users since setting up such a system is rather complicated for
general use.
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C. Link Logger
Link logger [11] is a commercial software, and runs on

computers to collect the traffic logs sent by routers. These
routers support the function of sending logs to a third party
remote server and link logger acts as the receiver running on
the remote server. But this log method is not applicable for
all circumstances because not all routers could be connected
to Link Logger. For example, linksys routers must be running
a suitable third party firmware such as DD-WRT, HyperWRT
Thibor, Tomato, SveaSoft, HyperWRT to use Link Logger for
the native Linksys firmware does not support external logging
tools like Link Logger.

D. Multiple Routers Traceback
[12] and [13] provide ways to record network traffic

information through a serial of routers. We can set filters on
key routers, which will then collect interesting information
for us. With such information we are able to trace back to
the source of the incoming packets through a data-mining
technology. This approach suits complex network systems
with more than one node and require much resource and
management to achieve the goal. Since we mainly focus on
the household networks or small business networks, it is not
applicable for our scenes.

E. NetFlow
Netflow [14] is a network protocol initially implemented

by Cisco. It is able to collect IP traffic information. A wide
variety of information about the traffic in a given flow can be
contained in a NetFlow record like source and destination IP
addresses, source and destination port numbers and IP protocol
etc. According to NetFlow’s detail logging records, the illegal
users could be detected. However, only high-end routers can
implement Netflow, since it is computationally expensive for
the router to maintain NetFlow data and overwhelms the
router’s CPU or hardware to the point where routers run out
of resources such as CPU and storage.

III. GENERIC LOGGING MECHANISM THROUGH
OPENWRT FOR WIRELESS ROUTER

In this section, we introduce a new mechanism to improve
forensic capacity of household and small business wireless
routers. In order to implement our mechanism, first we need
to upgrade the firmware of the router so that we are able to
run forensics code and install tools on the router. To achieve
this goal, we use open source firmware to upgrade the router.
There are three third party firmwares which are most widely
used. They are tomato [15], OpenWrt, and DD-Wrt [16]. In
our case, we use OpenWrt [9]. OpenWrt contains two different
versions of firmwares, Kamikaze and White Russian. The
version of firmware that we use is White Russian rc4, since
it is stable and easy to configure. Our strategy consists of
three parts, traffic collection, data processing, and sending
message. Figure 3 is a flow chart of our scheme. We present
details of upgrading the firmware, collecting traffic for forensic
purpose, processing data to extract forensic evidence and
sending messages with forensic data.

Fig. 3. Flow Chart

A. Upgrade Firmware

Our first step is to upgrade the router by an open source
firmware. The router that we use is Linksys WRT54GL v1.1,
which is supported by openwrt. We can check whether a router
is supported by OpenWrt on the official website [17]. The
official website also provides a guidance for us to upgrade
the firmware [18]. We use the Linksys Web GUI to install
OpenWrt firmware. The procedure is described as follows.
• Download the openwrt-wrt54g-squashfs.bin firmware im-

age [19] to the laptop whose IP is 192.168.1.145.
• Start a web browser in the laptop, type http://192.168.1.1

in the address bar and enter Administration>Firmware
Upgrade. In the text box, we input the path of the
firmware image and click Upgrade button. The router will
reboot itself automatically after the upgrade is complete.

Then we refresh this page, it turns to be the OpenWrt Web
GUI.

B. Collect Traffic

We use tcpdump to collect traffic. We need to install libpcap
package in order to use tcpdump. There is a libpcap 0.8.3-
1 mipsel.ipk [20] package and a tcpdump 3.8.31 mipsel.ipk
[21] package in the official website. We download these
packages to our laptop, copy them to the router and then
install. More details about this procedure are described as
follows.
• In order to copy these packages to the router, we launch

a terminal in the laptop, input
scp {path}/libpcap_0.8.3-1_mipsel.ipk
tcpdump_3.8.3-1_mipsel.ipk
root@192.168.1.1:.

and press Enter key. After a short while a message will
be shown, asking us to input password.

• We need to log into the router to install this package,
start a terminal in the laptop, input
ssh root@192.168.1.1

and press Enter key. Similarly we input password after a
message being shown.
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• After we log into the router, install libpcap first.
ipkg install {path}/libpcap_0.8.3-1_mip
sel.ipk

The installation of tcpdump is similar.
After installation, we need to use a script to run tcpdump

on the router. Consider that the memeory space is limited in
the router, we only print out timestamp, source ip address and
destination ip address of each packet, and save this information
into a file. More details are described as follows.
• We create a shell script by following steps.
touch tcpdump.sh; chmod 755 tcpdump.sh

• In this script, we use a touch command to create a
file dumpfile.txt which stores the traffic. Then we set
tcpdump to print timestamp, and ip addresses. We save
these information into dumpfile.txt. We use a statement
to do this job, which is presented as follows.
tcpdump ' tcp[tcpflags]&(tcp-syn)!=0 '|
awk '{ split($3, a, "."); split($5, b,
"."); print $1, a[1]"."a[2]"."a[3]"."
a[4],b[1]"."b[2]"."b[3]"."b[4] }' | tee
dumpfile.txt

If everything is completed, we can run this script by the
following command.

./tcpdump.sh

C. Process Data

We create another shell script to process data in dumpfile.txt.

touch process_data.sh
chmod 755 process_data.sh

We create this script for two reasons: The first reason is
that we need to control the size of dumpfile.txt and the second
reason is that we need to filter out unique connections among
these records. Since there may be many packets with the same
source ip address and destination address which have different
timestamps and packet types, we have to use a new record
to represent these packets. In this new record, we provide
time, source ip address and destination address. The time value
comes from the first packet we captured that has the same ip
addresses.

More details are listed as follows.
• The first step is to move the content of dumpfile.txt

into a new file tmp dumpfile.txt, and clear dumpfile.txt.
Therefore, we can guarantee that the size of dumpfile.txt
will not grow infinitely.

• The next step is to select the unique connections
from tmp dumpfile.txt and save the result into a file
unique connection.txt. We achieve this by using the fol-
lowing statement.
cat tmp_dumpfile.txt | awk '{split($2,
a,"."); split($3, b, "."); if ( a[1]!=
""&& a[2]!="" && a[3]!="" && a[4]!=""
&& b[1]!="" &&b[2]!="" && b[3]!="" &&
b[4]!="") print $2,$3 }' |sort | uniq

-c | sort -nr | awk '{ print $1,$2}' >
unique_connection.txt

From this step, we get connection information with
unique pairs of source ip and destination ip.

• The third step is to add timestamp to the pairs of ip ad-
dresses in unique connection.txt. We search correspond-
ing time values for each record in unique connection.txt,
and insert this time value with ip addresses into result.txt.
Therefore, we get a clear view of the connections between
internal hosts and external hosts, and when the connec-
tions are established.

D. Send Message

Our next goal is to run process data.sh once every hour,
and send result.txt to the administrator. We use sSMTP to
achieve this goal, which is message transfer agent that delivers
email automatically from one host to a SMTP server. We
also create two gmail account. One is sender@gmail.com,
which is the sender in our experiment. The other account is
receiver@gmail.com, which is the receiver. Since ssmtp 2.61-
1 mipsel.ipk on the website does not support SSL, we need to
download ssmtp 2.61-2 mipsel.ipk from [22]. The installation
is similar to other tools. Type following command in the
terminal.

ipkg install ssmtp_2.61-2_mipsel.ipk

In order to setup sSMTP, we need to modify two configure
files, ssmtp.conf and revaliases, which are both located at
/etc/ssmtp/. In ssmtp.conf, we need to specify the sender’s
gmail account, password, and SMTP server. In revaliases, we
add the following two lines.

root:sender@gmail.com:smtp.gmail.com:587
mainuser:sender@gmail.com:smtp.gmail.com:
587

After we modify these files, we can send an email by typing
the following command.

ssmtp receiver@gmail.com < sendmail.txt

The content of sendmail.txt is shown below.

To: receiver@gmail.com
From: sender@gmail.com
Subject: email subject

Here goes the content...

If we want to send result.txt to the administrator, we
copy the content from result.txt into sendmail.txt and send
out. The administrator can view this email by logging into
receiver@gmail.com.

We can add this command to the end of process data.sh
illustrated in Algorithm 1 so that every 60 minutes we run the
script to complete these two parts of work.

We set a cron job on the router, therefore, every 60 minutes,
the cron deamon will run process data.sh automatically. Cron
is already pre-configured on the OpenWrt whiterussian RC4
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Algorithm 1 Traffic Analysis Algorithm
1: Cut content from dumpfile.txt and paste into

tmp dumpfile.txt
2: Select unique Source IP, Destination IP pairs from

tmp dumpfile.txt and save into unique connection.txt
3: for Each entry in unique connection.txt do
4: Find the first matched entry in tmp dumpfile.txt with

the same Source IP, Destination IP
5: Insert this entry into result.txt
6: end for
7: Create a message, specify sender and receiver in this

message, and copy the content from result.txt into this
message

8: Use sSMTP to send out this message, clear tmp dumpfile,
unique connection.txt and result.txt

and subsequent versions, so we do not have to install it. First,
we create a file /etc/crontabs/root.

mkdir /etc/crontabs
touch /etc/crontabs/root
ln -sf /etc/crontabs/root/etc/crontab

Next, we modify the file /etc/init.d/S60cron as follows.

#!/bin/sh
/usr/sbin/crond -c /etc/crontabs

Hence, cron daemon will execute scheduled commands in
/etc/crontabs/root.

Now, we add a cron job to /etc/crontabs/root.

01 * * * * /tmp/process_data.sh

Then cron deamon should run this job at 0:01, 1:01,
2:01,..., 23.01. Restart cron deamon so that it will re-read
/etc/crontabs/root.

killall crond; /etc/init.d/S60cron

We can run command logread, and will see a message
saying cron process restarts. We can also use logread to check
whether the cron job is executed successfully.

IV. EVALUATION

Our target application is to help the network administrator
monitor traffic, identify suspicious hosts and acquire the
forensic data effectively. We collect traffic on the wireless
router, record all the unique connections in the latest hour,
and send these forensic records to the administrator each hour.
Therefore, the network administrator gets a quick and clear
view of network activities in the passed hour. If some host
connects to an illegal website, the administrator is able to
notice this connection and take reaction in time.

A. Experiment Setup

Figure 4 depicts the environment of our experiment. Our
router is Linksys WRT54GL v1.1. There are five hosts
connected to this router. The laptop whose IP address is

Fig. 4. Lab Environment

192.168.1.145 is connected to the router by a wired connec-
tion. In our experiment we will use this laptop to log into the
router by using ssh, and set up all the tools and scripts. This
laptop is ThinkPad w500 and the operating system is Ubuntu
8.04.4. Other hosts are normal users surfing the internet.

B. Forensic Data Logging and Emailing

In our experiment, consider about limited memory on router,
we set a filter to tcpdump so that it only captures SYN packets.
However, not all the packets are captured and processed by
the kernel of router, since its processing rate may not keep
up with the traffic rate. Therefore, decreasing the number of
packets to be captured will increase the possibility that we
may miss a connection. We set up a experiment to calculate
the packet capture rates of tcpdump on different platforms.
Every time tcpdump is terminated, it will print out the number
of packets captured, denoted as Nc, the number of packets
received by filter, denoted as Nr, and the number of packets
dropped, denoted as Nd. Let S to be the packet capture rate,
it is calculated as follows,

S = Nc/(Nr + Nd) (1)

In order to implement this experiment, we use two laptops,
both of which are Thinkpad w500. The operating systems on
these laptops are ubuntu 8.04.4 and fedora 10 respectively.
We use each laptop to connect to the router respectively, and
there is no other hosts connected to the router. Besides, we
use tcpdump − s 68 option to snarf 68 bytes of data from
each packet. More details are presented as follows.
• Setup an Apache Web Server on a desktop, the operating

system in this desktop is ubuntu 8.04.4. We upload a
compressed file testfile.tar.bz2 to this server.

• We connect the laptop whose operating system is ubuntu
8.04.4 to the router by a wired connection. First we start
tcpdump on the laptop by the following command
tcpdump -s 68 -i eth0

Then we download testfile.tar.bz2 to the laptop by using
the following command.
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Fig. 5. Packet Capture Rate Analysis

wget http://{ip}/˜{user_name}/testfil
e.tar.bz2

After the file is downloaded, terminate tcpdump and
record the number of packets captured which includes
the number of packets received by filter and the number
of packets dropped by kernel. Repeat this procedure for
10 times.

• Remove the first laptop, use the other laptop to connect
to the wireless router by a wired connection, and repeat
the experiment for another 10 times.

• We randomly choose a laptop to connect to the wireless
router by a wireless connection and start tcpdump on the
router by the command.
tcpdump -s 68

We download testfile.tar.bz2 to this laptop, and terminate
tcpdump after the downloaded is finished. We record the
output of tcpdump, and repeat this procedure for 10 times.

After the experiment is done, we calculate the packet
capture rate respectively. Figure 5 shows the experiment result.

The average packet capture rate of tcpdump on fedora 10 is
99.98%, and on ubuntu 8.04.4 it is 29.59%, and on OpenWrt
whiterussian rc4 is 6.33% which is very low. Therefore we
cannot only select SYN packets. The reason can be explained
by equation 2.

1− (1− Swrt)n ≥ 0.9 (2)

Denote Swrt as the packet capture rate of tcpdump on
OpenWrt whiterussian rc4. In order to guarantee that 90%
SYN packets are captured, we need to resend each SYN packet
at least n times. From the above equation, we get n ≥ 36.
Hence, we need to capture all data packets to improve the
performance of our method.

There are some other methods to improve the packet capture
rate of tcpdump.
• The first method is to upgrade the kernel to higher ver-

sion. We can use uname −r to check the kernel version,
which is 2.6.24−26−generic on ubuntu 8.04.4, 2.4.30 on
OpenWrt whiterussian rc4 ,and 2.6.27.5−117.fc10.i686
on fedora 10. From figure 5 we see that the packet capture
rate is much higher on fedora.

• Another method is to use tcpdump − s 68 −w log.txt
option to write raw packets into file log.txt, and then

use tcpdump − r log.txt to read packets from file. We
use this method and run the above test for 10 times on
OpenWrt whiterussian rc4. We find that in this case the
packet capture rate is 23%.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we address the challenge posted by the
anonymous WiFi: how to correlate a TCP flow in the private
NAT wireless network and the corresponding TCP flow to
the Internet. We surveyed the forensics capabilities of various
bands of wireless routers, in particular mechanisms logging
the IP and TCP port pairs, which differentiate TCP flows.
We implemented a generic approach to enhance the forensic
capacity of a wireless router in a household and small business
network. We presented the detailed implementation of this
forensic mechanism. Extensive experiments were conducted
to validate feasibility of the mechanism and derive the opti-
mal usage of this mechanism to achieve maximum forensic
capability on a resource limited wireless router.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we present an extended list of wireless
routers with their forensic capabilities.
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Fig. 6. Wireless Router Analysis Table (Part I)
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Fig. 7. Wireless Router Analysis Table (Part II)
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